Ideally, an evaluation technique should describe an algorithm that an evaluator could use that would result in a score or a vector of scores that depict the level of performance of the natural language system under test. The scores should mirror the subjective evaluation of the system that a qualified judge would make. The evaluation technique should yield consistent scores for multiple tests of one system, and the scores for several systems should serve as a means for comparison among systems.
Unfortunately, there is no such evaluation technique for natural language understanding systems. In the following sections, I will attempt to highlight some of the difficulties
PERSPECTIVE OF THE EVALUATION
The first problem is to determine who the "qualified judge" is whose judgements are to be modeled by the evaluation.
One view is that he be an expert in language understanding.
As Our knowledge of language is incomplete at best.
Any taxonomy is bound to generate disagreement.
However, it seems that most of the disagreements describing language are not over what the phenomena of language are, but over how we might best understand and model those phenomena. The taxonomy will become quite large, but this is only representative of the fact that understanding language is a very complex process.
The taxonomy approach faces the problem of complexity directly. 
